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News in brief

Indonesia thwarts bomb plots

JAKARTA: Indonesia has thwarted a bid by Islamic
State-linked militants to stage a series of bombings
when it announces official election results this month,
authorities said. Police in the Southeast Asian nation
said Monday that they had arrested eight suspects at
several locations over the past week, including in
Sumatra and near the capital Jakarta. Authorities said
the arrested militants were members of Jemaah
Anshurat Daulah (JAD), a local extremist group that
has pledged allegiance to IS and was blamed for last
year’s church bombings. The group planned to set off
bombs at various locations when the world’s biggest
Muslim majority nation releases election results on
May 22.  —AFP 

Singapore outlaws ‘revenge porn’ 

SINGAPORE: Singapore has outlawed “revenge
porn” and “cyber-flashing” - sending unsolicited
images of one’s private parts. “Revenge porn”, when
ex-partners share intimate photos or videos without
permission, has become a problem globally because
of improvements in technology and the popularity of
social media, with many governments legislating
against it. Singapore’s parliament passed a bill
Monday that made distributing or threatening to dis-
tribute intimate images a crime, punishable by up to
five years in jail, in addition to a fine and caning.
“Cyber-flashing” will be punishable by up to a year
in prison or a fine. If the recipient is younger than 14,
it is punishable by up to two years in jail, a fine or
caning. Other new measures include outlawing mari-
tal rape, banning child sex dolls, and decriminalizing
suicide. — AFP 

Pak arrests Chinese for trafficking girls 

LAHORE: Pakistan arrested at least eight Chinese
nationals for allegedly luring young Pakistani girls into
fake marriages then forcing them into prostitution in
China, authorities confirmed to AFP yesterday. The
Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) said four
Pakistanis who helped to facilitate the fake marriages
were also arrested. Human Rights Watch raised the
alarm over “bride” trafficking from Pakistan to China
in a report last month, where it said Islamabad should
be “alarmed” at the reports. Last month a Pakistani
news channel spotlighted growing concerns about
the issue in Pakistan, claiming it had gained entry to a
matchmaking center in Lahore where poor families
would marry their daughters off to Chinese nationals
in exchange for money and a visa. —AFP 

Judge cleared of sexual harassment

NEW DELHI: Dozens of protesters gathered out-
side India’s Supreme Court yesterday, a day after a
panel of judges dismissed a sexual harassment com-
plaint against the chief justice, carrying placards
demanding a new and impartial investigation. A for-
mer court assistant accused chief justice Ranjan
Gogoi of having made unwanted sexual advances
last year, the most high-profile case in a wave of
sexual harassment accusations. Gogoi has denied
the charges and an internal panel of judges cleared
him of wrongdoing, a court statement said on
Monday. But protesters gathered on a street in the
Indian capital said they were not satisfied with the
decision. Police quickly dispersed the crowd and
most protesters were taken away in police vans
soon after they gathered. —AFP

Pakistani charity 
dishes out ostrich 
as Ramadan treat
ISLAMABAD: A Pakistani charity in the teeming
coastal metropolis of Karachi is serving up a rare treat
for the city’s Muslims ahead of their fast for the holy
month of Ramadan - ostrich meat. Expensive and sel-
dom eaten in Pakistan, ostrich is deemed exotic in the
mainly Muslim nation of 208 million people. Volunteers
stewed the red meat in cauldrons and served it in a
chickpea curry to more than 500 residents before
dawn broke yesterday, when Pakistani Muslims began
their month-long Ramadan fast.

“Keeping in view of this deprivation, (wealthy) peo-
ple supported us and like the previous year, we offered
those dishes which even a middle class person cannot
afford, let alone the poor,” said Zafar Abbas, the general
secretary of the Jafaria Disaster Management Cell
Welfare Foundation. Abbas said the plan is to offer deer
and other expensive cuisine in coming days during
Ramadan, when practising Muslims abstain from eating,
drinking and smoking during daylight hours. The move
is likely to be welcomed by those who stuffed them-
selves with ostrich meat. “It felt very nice. I had never
eaten (ostrich),” said van driver Mohammad Hussain. “It
was so wholesome that I feel no need to eat for the
next two days.” —Reuters

Sinabung shoots 
column of smoke 
and ash into sky 
JAKARTA: An Indonesian volcano
erupted yesterday, sending a massive
column of ash and smoke 2,000 m into
the air, coating local villages in debris.
Mount Sinabung on Sumatra island -
which has been rumbling since 2010 and
saw a deadly eruption in 2016 - spewed
the thick plume after activity picked up
recent days. Disaster agency officials
said the eruption has the “potential” to
affect flights, but it had not issued a for-
mal notice for planes to avoid the area.
Local residents living along rivers near
the crater were advised to be on alert for
possible lava flows.

There were no reports of injuries or
deaths after the latest eruption and the
disaster agency did not issue an evac-
uation order. No one lives inside a pre-
viously announced no-go zone around
the volcano. Sinabung roared back to
life in 2010 for the first time in 400
years. After another period of inactivi-
ty it erupted once more in 2013, and
has remained highly active since. In
2016, seven people died in one of
Sinabung’s eruptions, while a 2014
eruption killed 16.

Last year, a volcano in the strait between
Java and Sumatra islands erupted, causing
an underwater landslide that unleashed a
tsunami which killed over 400 people.
Indonesia is home to around 130 active vol-
canoes due to its position on the “Ring of
Fire”, a belt of tectonic plate boundaries
circling the Pacific Ocean where frequent
seismic activity occurs.  —AFP

KARO, Indonesia: This handout picture shows Mount Sinabung volcano
spewing thick volcanic ash yesterday.  —AFP

BEIJING: The Chinese troll army suddenly struck one
evening, bombarding the Facebook pages of two pro-
Uighur groups with an array of verbal grenades and
offensive images. The social media onslaught was the
handiwork of the self-styled Diba Central Army, a
Chinese patriotic group that has targeted other pages in
the past to defend Beijing. With China increasingly con-
cerned about its global image over issues ranging from
Taiwan - which Beijing sees as part of its territory - to
draconian security in restive Xinjiang, Diba has served
as a powerful online ally with its propaganda efforts.

While the group’s link to the state are unknown, its
members have been lauded in state media as “patriotic
grassroots voices”. On April 10, several posts on the
Talk to East Turkestan and Uyghur World Congress
Facebook pages were strafed with a battery of images
showing postcard-perfect pictures of happy people in
Xinjiang with captions to the same effect. The images
were stamped with the Diba Central Army logo.

Other comments and images were either racially
offensive or threatening, many referring to the pages as
“terrorist groups”. “A terrorist page, no different from
ISIS,” read one comment on the Talk to East Turkestan
(TET) page. Another comment contained a Soviet era-
style poster featuring a hand crushing brown and black
people. Arslan Hidayat, one of the editors of the TET
Facebook page, told AFP he realized something was
out of the ordinary after he received more than 1,400
comments on a post within mere hours. 

“We’re happy that this is happening because it
means that the things we are sharing is angering the
CCP (Chinese Communist Party),” Arslan said. “The
Chinese are trying to downplay our efforts,” he said.
Beijing has attracted widespread criticism for placing an
estimated one million Uighurs and other mostly Muslim
Turkic-speaking minority groups in internment camps,
which it describes as vocational education centres
aimed at preventing religious extremism. Diba counters
that the camps are lies being spread by foreign powers.

‘Fifty-cent army’ 
The Diba “army” spawned out of a fanpage using

the nickname for a popular Chinese ex-footballer -
who is not associated with the group - and now
boasts more than 20 million users across various
social media platforms, each representing a “platoon”.
It even gives mainland Chinese instructions on how to
use software to circumvent China’s Great Firewall,
which blocks sites such as Facebook. The group is
known colloquially as a “fifty-cent army” - people
paid to post patriotic comments on social media. Diba
rejects the label.

But observers say its tactics are right out of the
playbook of the United Front Work Department - an
umbrella department governing issues ranging from
minority rights, religion and overseas Chinese commu-
nities. While the department did not respond to AFP
questions, state media has given Diba their seal of
approval, lauding the group as “patriotic” for their
“crusades” against falsehoods about China. The April
10 memes were created to mock “biased and fabricat-
ed reports about Xinjiang”, organizer Yin Yuancheng
told the state-run tabloid Global Times.

World Uyghur Congress program coordinator
Peter Irwin told AFP the attack shows the “growing
anxiety” from the Chinese Communist Party “rushing
to defend what many now consider crimes against
humanity”. Groups like Diba use similar modus
operandi by exploiting Facebook’s comment-ranking
algorithm so the public sees the spam comments first,
said Raymond Serrato, a social media analyst with
Avaaz, an international civic rights group. 

“It’s a rather perverse attempt to manipulate public
perceptions about people, groups, or incidents which
are dangerous to state actors,” Serrato said. “The
question is always how to attribute these kinds of
campaigns and to what extent they are in fact non-
state actors engaged in ‘pro-social’ activity or actually
somehow related to government authorities.”

Next target 
Diba remains a  secret ive group despite  i ts

widespread social  media presence. To join i ts
Facebook group, new users have to answer a series
of  quest ions  on  China ’s  Ant i-Secess ion  Law,
whether a lack of democracy is acceptable, and a
promise to abide by group rules. Diba divides

itself into platoons and conducts each operation
with mil itary discipl ine, attacking the page of
Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen in the past. An
AFP check showed that most accounts that com-
mented on the Uighur pages had been set up for
this specific purpose, with generic profile pictures
and few friends.—AFP

Diba remains secretive group despite widespread presence

China’s social media troll 
‘army’ wages war on Uighurs

KASHGAR, China: This file photo taken on June 26, 2017 shows police patrolling as Muslims leave the Id
Kah Mosque after the morning prayer on Eid Al-Fitr in the old town of Kashgar in China’s Xinjiang Uighur
Autonomous Region. —AFP

KARACHI: Pakistani Muslims slaughter an ostrich on the first day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan
yesterday. —AFP

What missile?
US, Koreas play
down DPRK
weapons test 
SEOUL: At least one of the weapons North
Korea fired at the weekend had many of the
hallmarks of a missile, but that was the one
word conspicuously missing from descriptions
of the tests by Washington, Seoul, and even
Pyongyang. North Korea wanted to express to
the United States its frustration over the break-
down of the Hanoi summit, when the two sides
clashed over sanctions and the extent of
Pyongyang’s nuclear concessions, analysts say.
South Korea had brokered the now-dead-

locked nuclear talks between the US and North
Korea, and the White House had described the
absence of a missile test for more than a year as
a major foreign policy success.

So Seoul, Washington and Pyongyang all
have an incentive to play down the nature of
the weekend drills. “President Trump’s biggest
North Korea policy achievement has been the
suspension of Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile
tests since late 2017,” Hong Min, a senior
researcher at the state-run Korea Institute for
National Unification, told AFP. “But if we
declare the drill involved ballistic missiles at
this point, it would all but shatter his self-tout-
ed success.” North Korea’s official KCNA
news agency said the Saturday drills involved
“long-range multiple rocket launchers” - which
are not targeted by UN sanctions resolutions -
and unspecified “tactical guided weapons”. But
unlike rockets, missiles have guidance systems,
and analysts said the images released by state
media showed a device similar to Russia’s sin-

gle-stage Iskander missile. It appeared to be
one displayed at a North Korean military
parade last year, just as the diplomatic rap-
prochement on the peninsula began.

South Korea’s military initially said the
North had fired “short-range missiles” but
within an hour was describing them as “projec-
tiles”. They had a range of around 70 to 240
km and fell into the sea, it said, but further
analysis was required on whether they were
short-range ballistic missiles. Similarly, US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo avoided call-
ing them missiles, describing them as “short
range” in TV interviews, and telling ABC it
“didn’t present a threat” to the United States,
South Korea or Japan. “We hope that we can
get back to the table,” he added.

‘Ratcheting up tension’ 
Pyongyang had not launched any missile

since Nov 2017, and last year leader Kim Jong
Un declared the development of the North

Korean atomic arsenal complete, announcing
an end to nuclear and ICBM tests. While a
short-range test would not violate that, any
ballistic missile firing could inflict “tremen-
dous damage” on the North-US talks
process, said Hong. And the respected 38
North website said in a commentary that
Saturday’s drills did not amount to a policy
reversal by Pyongyang, which would “require
a major and wrenching strategic line change”.
“That could still be done but is unlikely to be
undertaken only two months after the Hanoi
Summit,” it added.

But many South Korean conservatives -
who take a more hawkish stance on the North
than the liberal Moon Jae-in government - say
Pyongyang did fire ballistic missiles and
Seoul’s reaction was putting national security
at risk. “The North’s missiles pose a threat to
lives and safety of South Koreans,” said MP
Na Kyung-won of the conservative opposition
Liberty Korea party. —AFP


